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 The aim of the current survey is to study the relation between overconfidence of 

managers with the prediction of company profitability and the reaction of investors. 

Amongst the number of extra forecasted benefits, the annual achieved benefit and the 
extra sum of weight frequencies as independent variable for measuring the 

overconfidence of managers is used. And the errors of forecasted benefits, and the 

reaction changing of investors in efficiency are investigated as dependent variable 
.Time period studied was 1380(2001) till 1390(2011) and the samples included 880 

year-company.  The methodology is descriptive- correlation. The panel data was used 

for hypothesis testing .the results show that there is a significantly and direct 
relationship between the management overconfidence and the errors of forecasted 

benefits, and the relationship between the management overconfidence and the reaction 

changing of investors after the season benefit declarations is meaningful and inverse.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Managerial forecasts play an important economic role in financial market. note that "They represent one of 

the key voluntary disclosure mechanisms by which managers establish or alter market earnings expectations, 

preempt litigation concerns, and influence their reputation for trans parent and accurate reporting. "we examine 

whether recent success in making accurate forecasts leads managers to become overconfident in their ability to 

predict future earning and whether market participants are aware of the effect of such overconfidence. The 

behavioral economics literature indicates that overconfident affects managerial decisions in various economic 

setting. For example, acquisitions, cash flow sensitivity, and personal equity sales have been shown to be 

influenced by managerial overconfidence [34]. We thus hypothesize that overconfidence management are likely 

to overemphasize their private signals and as aconseqence, be less accurate in their next forecast than would 

have been the case in the absence of such cognitive bias. This reduces the likelihood that their next forecast will 

be superior to analyst forecasts.  Successful managers have usually go cognitive bias of their over confidence 

regarding to their abilities in forecasting  future  earning  following a series of correct forecastings. 

 The importance of earning  forecasting of managers depends on the degree of deviation from reality the less 

deviation amount is the more accuracy of managers forecasting  will be this issue is very important for the 

investors, since investors need useful and benefitcial information in precise and correct decision makings. Most 

of investors emphasize on items that believe, they are the most relavant information. Information related to 

earnings per share is a measure that consider  important and relavant for most investors. Direct and indirect 

observations confirmed that  reported and predicted earnings per share has direct effect on price of common 

stock  market and  investors are demanding this information. Management should present the earnings per share 

by financial statements, and future estimation of company vision to the investors ; so that, they could have a 

correct decision making in regard to investment.  

 Manager‟s successful forecasting  may  increase the possibility of future forecast errors and  may decrease 

the possibilities of their value for financial analysts. Forcasted earning  is an information which influences on 

stock price and stock return, and  if it had an information content, it can affect  consumer‟s behaviors especially 

potential and actual stockholders, and leads to increasing or decreasing in stock price. Researches show that 

fulfilled forecasting by a successful manager will have a low quality after a series of correct forecasts if capital 
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market participants distinguish this phenomenon , they will less show the value of this prediction, therefore. In 

this article , we will explore the relationship between management overconfidence, forecasting accuracy and 

investors reactions. 

 

2.Theoretical principles and research back ground:   

 Since that managers in their forecasts estimate future variables (demand, cash flows, competition and 

…),these forecasts include high unrealities for managers and consequently provide errors respectively. For 

example it is possible that they forecast earnings with low probability and consequently some errors occur in 

predicted earnings by management. This psychological aspect affects on decisions and forecasts negatively and 

it has been accepted in accounting studies [31]. Managers gain overconfidence respect to their abilities and 

capabilities to predict future earnings after successful predictions and these managers focus on their estimations 

and neglect general information and consequently a significant error appears in prediction [17]. Bojraj ,libery 

and young studied overconfidence and prediction periods and correct predictions and noted that the companies 

with low optimistic  predictions  have correct prediction and decision making is based on prediction and 

prediction error is influenced by overconfidence.Hack barth 2007, studied the relation between behavioral 

characteristics of managers and decision making principles in investing and found that the overconfidence leads 

to gain financial support and also managers estimate cash flows wrongly and neglect future cash flows 

fluctuation and these are optimist managers.Kramer and colleagues in an experimental study named „economic 

collected information found that overconfidence leads to optimistic behavior and in this order managers 

consider confidential information and neglect general information such as market price. Pampin [37] in a 

research named‟ behavioral finance and asset management‟ notes that high level of overconfidence causes 

investors neglect risk significantly. One of the investment risks in stock exchange is the risk of decreasing price. 

Information related to global market, macro economy and principles of shares distributers are used to describe 

increase or decrease in price of shares. Bad news can decrease shares price because investors react against 

negative news and this increases selling rather than buying. But investors with high overconfidence neglect 

related information because they have own method. 

 Rezaee and saber [38] studied the effect of relation between management overconfidence and 

representative costs with investing in companies during 2002-2011 for 71 companies member in Tehran stock 

exchange market. Results showed that overconfidence managers increase or decrease investing as cash flows. in 

companies with high and low level of representative costs ,block ownership increases or decreases sensitivity in 

cash flows investing. Hashemi and Khaleghi studied the relation between conservative with accuracy and 

periods of earning forecasting. Research findings show that there is an inverse relation between accounting 

conservative and earning forecasting periods. Kordestani and lotfi 2011, studied relation between   earning 

forecasting error and accrual items during 1999-2008 based on a sample consists of 545year-company among 

accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange market. Findings show that there is positive relation between 

accrual items and management forecasting error against profit. Lotfi and hajipor 2010 studied the effect of 

conservative on management error in forecasting earning. According to data of 88 companies during 1999-

2008, so hypothesis is confirmed and it can be said that companies with conservative accounting have low 

management error in forecasting earning. 

 
3.Problem definition and research objectives:  
 Due to expanding economic activities ,developing financial markets and investing increase in capital 
markets particularly stock exchange market by legal people is the most important method to make decision and 
utilize financial facilities  and analyzing these facilities optimistically. One of the useful factors to use 
information in financial reports is related information which affects on decision making of investors. So aspect 
of financial reporting,  the accuracy is important in earning forecasting and this accuracy is resulted from size 
and age and investment structure and rate of disclosed information [31]. in this research, overconfidence and its 
effect on forecasting earning is studied. psychological aspects in behavioral finance is considered as a bridge 
and in fact this studies decision making of investors and their reactions against different conditions and it 
focuses on the effect of the culture and personality of analysts and investors on decision making of investors 
[43]. Usually managers become overconfidence in their abilities in forecasting future earnings. Previous 
researches showed that managers glory for success in forecasted earnings based on their efforts and they do not 
believe luck [17]. So next manager with experienced  success would be violated and wrongly with low 
accuracy. So does exist positive relation between overconfidence of managers and earning forecasting error? 
 If it is positive, successful forecasts describe that the future forecasts have absolute error and eventually 
they may be neglected by financial analysts because this earning affects in share price. Now if investors know 
these reasons so the value of forecasting will be decreased and the second question of this research is there 
negative relation between overconfidence of managers and reaction of investors? 
 The goal of applicable researches is developing it particularly. The goal of this research is recognizing 
overconfidence with improving financial information quality. Accounting standards committee defines forecast 
power: quality of information which contributes users to increase the results perfectly. Over confidence  of 
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manager affects on forecasting financial information, so overconfidence can be measure as decreasing factor of 
information quality mentioned in financial statements. 
 
Hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1-There is positive relation between management overconfidence with earning prediction mistake in 
companies. 
Hypothesis 2-There is negative relation between management overconfidence with changing reactions of 
investors after announcing quarter earnings 
 
4.Research methodology: 
 Statistical community in this research includes all companies accepted in Tehran stock exchange market 
and the sample was selected. in this research screen method was used ,so that researcher determines conditions 
and otherwise weak member is omitted from community. following conditions are considered: 
1- Companies active in Tehran stock exchange during 2001-2011. 
2- The end of financial year  is 20 march without change in financial period 
3- Within a fiscal year stop less than 6 months 
4- All required financial and nonfinancial information must be accessible 
 
Table 1: introducing variables and estimation method. 

Variable symbol 
Variable 

kind 
Variable name Estimation method 

ERR dependent forecasted earning error 
 

RET dependent changing reaction of investors in return  

FREQ independent 
Frequence  of forecasted earning surplus on 

annual realized 
S-EPS 

 

WFREQ independent Frequence of quarter forecasted earning 
surplus periods on annual realized earning 

S-EPS) 

 

Hor control 

The forecast horizon measured as the log of 
the number of days between the management 

forecast date and the end of the forecast 
period 

 

size control 
Ln of total assets at the beginning of the 

quarter.  

B-to-M control Book value divided by the market value 
 

RetVol control The standard deviation of the  return Stock 
six months before forecasting date SD( =  

Loss control loss 
.loss is an indicator variable that takes a value of 

one if the earning are negative ,and zero 
otherwise. 

 

5.Hypotheses test results: 
 5-1- results obtained from testing first hypothesis Hypothesis 1-1: there is positive relation between periods 
of forecasted earning surplus After above mentioned items, 80 companies were selected. Present research is 
correlation descriptive research which the estimated model is used perfectly. the required information of 
companies was collected from Rah Avard Novin as official port of Tehran stock exchange and after selecting 
sample using independent variables and earning forecast error and changing reaction of investors in return as 
dependent variable and multi variable regression, hypotheses were tested completely. 
 
Hypothesis test 2-1: 
 Hypothesis 2-1: there is positive relation between periods of quarter forecasted earning surplus periods on 
annual realized earning and earning forecast error.To test this hypothesis, pattern 2 was used as regression 
patter.According to results in table 3, the significant level of t related to variable periods of forecasted earning 
surplus on annual realizes earning is less than 0.05 with positive coefficient (0.6949) so H1 hypothesis  is   
confirmed in reliability level 95% and it can be said that there is positive relation as periods of forecasted 
earning surplus on annual realized earning as management overconfidence  and forecasted earning on error,so 
that with increasing a unit of periods of forecasted earning surplus on annual realized earning, forecasted error 
is increased as 0.6949.consequently,, results show that increasing management overconfidence increases 
earning forecast error of companies and finally hypothesis 2-1 is confirmed in reliability level 95%. 
 
2-5- results of the second hypothesis test: 
 There is negative and inverse relation between quarter forecasted surplus periods on annual realized 
earning and changing investors reaction after announcing quarter earnings. To test this hypothesis, pattern 3 was 
used as regression pattern the significant level of t related to variable periods of quarter forecasted earning 
surplus on annual realizes earning is less than 0.05 with negative coefficient so hypothesis is confirmed in 
reliability level 95% and it can be said that there is significant and negative relation between periods of 
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forecasted earning surplus on annual realized earning and changing investors reaction after announcing quarter 
earnings.  So that with increasing overconfidence of management decreases change of investors‟ reaction and 
leads to low reaction by investors finally hypothesis 1-2 is confirmed in reliability level 95%. 

 
Table 2: Results Hypotheses test 1-1. 

ititit

itititititit

tVolSDEarn

LossBTMSizeHORFREQERR









Re76

543210
 

variable  coefficient t-statistic prob VIF 

Fix Coefficient  5896/3 -5/186 -0/000  -

FREQ  0/427 29/596 0/000 1/057 

Hor  0/4922 4/275 000/0 0161/1 

size  0366/0 -026/2 -0431/0 104/1 

B To M  2066/0 3/602 003/0 138/1 

Loss  1254/1 960/7 000/0 171/1 

SDEarn  3643/1 695/1 0903/0 228/1 

RetVol  3458/0 -688/1 -0917/0 050/1 

5740/0                  R-Squred                               5705/0Adjusted R- Squared 

F-Statistic 

(P-Value) 
 

776/164 

(0/000) 

Jarque-Bera 
(P-Value) 

806/38 

(0/000) 

stat Durbin-Watson              1/766 

 

Table 3: Results Hypothesis test 2-1. 

ititit

itititititit

tVolSDEarn

LossBTMSizeHORFREQERR









Re76

543210

 

variable  coefficient t-statistic prob VIF 

Fix Coefficient  5896/3 -5/186 -0/000  -

FREQ  0/427 29/596 0/000 1/057 

Hor  0/4922 4/275 000/0 0161/1 

size  0366/0 -026/2 -0431/0 104/1 

B To M  2066/0 3/602 003/0 138/1 

Loss  1254/1 960/7 000/0 171/1 

SDEarn  3643/1 695/1 0903/0 228/1 

RetVol  3458/0 -688/1 -0917/0 050/1 

5740/0                  R-Squred                               5705/0Adjusted R- Squared 

F-Statistic 

(P-Value) 
 

776/164 

(0/000) 

Jarque-Bera 
(P-Value) 

806/38 

(0/000) 

stat Durbin-Watson              1/766 

 
Table 4: Results Hypotheses test 2-1. 

ititit

itititititit

tVolSDEarn

LossBTMSizeHORFREQt









Re

Re

76

543210
 

variable  Coefficient t-statistic prob VIF 

Fix Coefficient  5372/2 989/3 0001/0  -

FREQ  0550/0 -885/3 -0001/0 069/1 

Hor  4140/0 -893/3 -0001/0 1/085 

Size  0187/0 -235/1 -2170/0 111/1 

B-To-M  1630/0 823/3 0001/0 173/1 

Loss  0/1277 240/1 2153/0 305/1 

SDEarn  2110/1 -465/2 -0139/0 381/1 

RetVol  7557/0 231/3 0013/0 070/1 

RetVol  480/0 -804/15 -0000/0 1/009 

2793/0  R-Squred                     2718/0Adjusted R-Squred 

F-Statistic 

(P-Value) 
 

37/302 

(0000/0) 
Jarque-Bera 

(P-Value) 

744/16 

(0000/0) 

Durbin-Watson stat                 2/327 

 

2-2 Hypothesis test:  

 Hypothesis 2-2: There is negative and inverse relation between quarter forecasted surplus periods on annual 

realized earning and changing investors‟ reaction after announcing quarter earnings. These results along with 

Hilary‟s results showed that there is positive correlation between earning prediction error and 

overconfidence.bo jeraj, libery and young 2010show that there is positive relation between overconfidence and 

According to results in table 5, the significant level of t related to variable periods of  quarter forecasted earning 

surplus on annual realizes earning is less than 0.05 with negative coefficient , so H1 hypothesis  is confirmed in 

reliability level 95% and it can be said that there is negative relation between periods of quarter forecasted 

earning surplus on annual realized earning and change of investors reaction after announcing quarter earnings, 

so that with increasing a unit of periods of forecasted earning surplus on annual realized earning, change rate of 

investors reaction is decreased  as 0.0968.consequently,, results show that increasing management 
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overconfidence decreases change of investors reaction and finally hypothesis 2-2 is confirmed in reliability 

level 95%. 

 
Table 5: Results Hypotheses test 2-2. 

ititit

itititititit

tVolSDEarn

LossBTMSizeHORWFREQt









Re

Re

76

543210 

Variable  Coefficient t-statistic prob VIF 

Fix Coefficient  2/5307 4/193 0000/0  -

WFREQ  -0/096 -4/499 0000/0 1/084 

HOR  -0/4102 -3/998 0/0001 1/084 

Size  -0/0190 -1/277 0/2019 1/111 

B-To-M  0/1689 4/398 0000/0 1/176 

Loss  0/1526 1/673 0/0946 1/317 

SDEarn  -1/2716 -2/938 0/0034 1/383 

RetVol  0/7315 2/895 0/0039 1/073 

RetVol  -0/4804 -16/734 0000/0 1/009 

R-Squred   0/2825                                                0/2751Adjusted R-Squred 

F-Statistic 

(P-Value) 
 

37/914 

(0000/0) 
Jarque-Bera 

(P-Value) 

16/808 

(0002/0) 

Durbin-Watson stat 2/322 

 

Conclusions: 

 Experimental evidence in literature review shows that overconfidence managers rather than counterpart 

managers have low accuracy in prediction. It presents some reasons for positive relation between 

overconfidence of managers and earning prediction error. The results of hypotheses test of first group showed 

that there is significant relation between overconfidence and earning forecast error.  These results along with 

Hilary‟s results showed that there is positive correlation between earning prediction error and 

overconfidence.bo jeraj, libery and young 2010show that there is positive relation between overconfidence and 

earning forecast error, Fang 2009 showed that optimistic forecasting have less accuracy and malmendir and tit 

2008 and kotari 2008 noted that overconfidence managers consider themselves smart and clever than others and 

this item is overoptimistic and lotfi and hajipor said that companies with conservative accounting  have less 

error in forecast. The results of testing second group hypotheses showed that there is significant and inverse 

relation between management over confidence and investors reaction after announcing quarter earnings 

forecasts. These results along with Hilary‟s results showed that investors and financial analysts don‟t care about 

forecasting of overconfidence managers and khodadadi and jan jani 2009 noted that investors react perfectly 

against earnings forecasts. 
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